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Abstract 

The free cloud-based SAS OnDemand for Academics (ODA) software is an exciting development for SAS users and learners 

around the world!  The software includes Base SAS, SAS Studio, SAS/STAT, SAS/GRAPH, SAS/ETS, SAS/OR, SAS/IML, SAS/QC, 

SAS/CONNECT, SAS Enterprise Miner, and SAS/ACCESS to PC Files.  SAS ODA offers users with extensive learning opportunities 

to enhance skills for career development and advancement using data access, data manipulation, data management, 

programming techniques, analytics, data visualization, and statistical analysis capabilities. Topics include an introduction and 

overview of SAS OnDemand for Academics (ODA) software, demonstration of SAS Studio features, and programming examples 

to showcase this exciting software suite. 

 

Introduction 

SAS® OnDemand for Academics (ODA) is amazing software that can be freely used by students, educators, professionals, and 

anyone who desires to learn how to use SAS software. What does SAS ODA offer? SAS ODA’s cloud-based user interface, SAS 

Studio, users can learn how to access data and perform amazing extract, transform, and load (ETL) activities, data analysis, 

statistical analysis, reporting and data visualization, and other processing using SAS ODA with a common web browser. This 

paper introduces how to create a SAS Profile and register to use SAS ODA and SAS Studio; launch SAS Studio; SAS Studio’s 

powerful point-and-click user interface including the Home screen; the Navigation Pane consisting of Files and Folders, Tasks 

and Utilities, and Libraries; the Work area consisting of the SAS Programmer window; and data access for accessing SAS 

(SAS7BDAT) data sets, importing tab-delimited text (TSV) data files, comma-separated value (CSV) data files, and Excel (XLSX) 

data files. SAS ODA and SAS Studio also gives users the ability to access and process JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) data files 

– the replacement of XML. 

 

Data Set and Data Files Used in the Examples 

The example data set and data files presented and used in this paper include the Heart SAS data set, Heart tab-delimited text 

data file, Heart comma separated values (CSV) data file, Heart Excel (XLSX) data file, and Heart JavaScript Object Notation 

(JSON) data file. The contents of the Heart data set along with the definition of the various other data files are displayed, below. 

 

File Type Definitions 

SAS Data Set 

(SAS7BDAT) 

A proprietary SAS (SAS7BDAT) data format that contains data values that are created, 
organized, and stored as a table of rows and columns in a SAS library (e.g., WORK, 
SASUSER, and User-assigned) where processing is performed by SAS software. 

Tab-delimited Text 

(TSV) Data File 

A text data format known as, a tab-separated values (TSV) data file, is created and used 
by spreadsheet programs and other software. It consists of rows of data values 
containing one or more fields (or columns) where each field is separated (or delimited) 
with a tab character. 

Comma-separated 

Values (CSV) Data File 

A text data format that contains one or more fields (or columns) where each field is 
separated (or delimited) with a comma. 

Excel (XLSX) Data File 
A proprietary Microsoft data format used to format, organize, and compute data in a 
spreadsheet. 

JavaScript Object 

Notation (JSON)  
An open standard data format that is used to transmit web application data. 
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HEART_MEDCENTER Data File 

( 5 Rows and 5 Variables ) 

 
 

HEART Data File 

( 5,209 Rows and 17 Variables ) 

 
 

 

SODA and SAS Studio Features 

SAS OnDemand for Academics (SODA) and SAS Studio provide users with tools to enhance learners’ skillsets for the digital 

world, now and in the future. SODA and SAS Studio offer amazing features for learners everywhere: 

 

▪ Learning – Anyone interested in learning more about the SAS software has access to analytics, AI, and Machine Learning 

tools. 

▪ Sharing – Learners can share code, data sets / data files, free cloud services and storage. 

▪ Point-and-click – Learners can access a host of features without the need to program. 

▪ Snippets – Learners can plug in one or more code snippets directly into their code. 

▪ Performance – Use the computing power of the SAS cloud instead of your own machine which means learners do not 

experience any decrease in performance while SAS code executes. 

▪ Price – Best of all learners have all these features for free. 

▪ Online Learning – To help learners achieve success, there’s a vibrant online learning community. 

▪ Tutorials – “Free” tutorial videos are available to help learners get started painlessly with the features available in SAS 

OnDemand for Academics and SAS Studio. 
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For Learners – Access Massive Open Online Content (MOOCs) 

Software and resources are available for developing analytical knowledge and include: 

▪ Free teaching and curriculum development content. 

▪ Free e-learning courses: 

✓ SAS® Programming 1 

✓ Statistics 1 – Introduction to ANOVA, Regression, and Logistic Regression 

▪ An online interactive community – https://communities.sas.com/t5/SAS-Software-for-Learning/bd-p/sas-learning. 

▪ SAS Tutorial Videos – https://video.sas.com/category/videos/how-to-tutorials . 

▪ The SAS Cloud – Upload up to 5GB of data for learning purposes. 

 

 

SAS® Programming 1 Course: Essentials 

 

 

 

 

  

https://support.sas.com/edu/schedules.html?crs=PROG1&ctry=us
https://support.sas.com/edu/schedules.html?crs=STAT1&ctry=us
https://communities.sas.com/t5/SAS-Software-for-Learning/bd-p/sas-learning
https://video.sas.com/category/videos/how-to-tutorials
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Statistics 1 Course: Introduction to ANOVA, Regression, and Logistic Regression 
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A Vibrant SAS® Software Learning Community 

 

 

 

 

SAS® Tutorial Videos 
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SAS Studio – A Cloud-based Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 

SAS OnDemand for Academics (ODA) provides learners and educators with a comprehensive cloud- and web-based user 

interface called SAS Studio. SAS Studio provides numerous user-friendly features to help users become more productive while 

using the SAS ODA. To begin, open one of the supported web browsers (e.g., Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox or Apple Safari) to 

access SAS ODA by clicking the following hyperlink, https://www.sas.com/en_us/software/on-demand-for-academics.html, and 

then clicking the “Access Now” as shown, below. 

 

 

 

Step 1 – Create a SAS Profile 

The SAS OnDemand for Academics (ODA) Sign In dialog window will display as shown, below.  Before accessing SAS ODA, you 

will need to create a SAS Profile.  If you are already a SAS user and have set up a SAS profile account, then you can proceed to 

register to use SAS ODA. By entering your SAS Profile email address or user ID along with your Password in the designated 

boxes. If you are a new SAS user or have never created a SAS Profile then you will need to click the “Don’t have a SAS Profile?” 

hyperlink shown, below. 

 

 

  

https://www.sas.com/en_us/software/on-demand-for-academics.html
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After entering the requested information to create your SAS Profile, a message will display on your screen, below. 

 

 

 

Step 2 – Register to Use SAS OnDemand for Academics (ODA) 

After successfully creating a SAS Profile, you can register to use SAS OnDemand for Academics (ODA). You should then return to 

the SAS OnDemand for Academics (ODA) page where you will be prompted to select your home region and click Submit. A 

confirmation page will then appear like the one shown, below, and finalize the process by clicking the Exit button. A follow-up 

email from SAS will be sent with your User ID so you can then enter this User ID or your email address to access SAS ODA. 

 

 

 

Signing Into SAS OnDemand for Academics (ODA) and Accessing SAS Studio  

After successfully registering to use SAS OnDemand for Academics (ODA), you can then sign in with your User ID and password 
credentials in the appropriate fields, check the box associated with accepting the terms of the license and the terms of use and 
conditions, and click the Sign In button as shown, below. 
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SAS OnDemand for Academics (SODA) Dashboard 

The SAS ODA dashboard will then display with important information about your account including permissions, enrollments, 
courses, self-help references, and storage space quotas. When ready, click the SAS Studio hyperlink shown, below. 

 

 

 

SAS Studio User Interface 

SAS Studio’s powerful and easy-to-use interface provides users with a comprehensive integrated development environment 

(IDE). The SAS Studio interface is divided into several parts that help make user interaction easier, Navigation pane, and Work 

area more convenient. Let’s explore the different parts of SAS Studio to better understand what they’re used for. After signing 

into SAS Studio, Server Files and Folders provide users with the ability to upload local data files. There are four more dropdown 

menus below Server Files and Folders, two of which will be emphasized, Tasks and Utilities, and Libraries. 

 

 
 

 

Tasks – SAS Studio Navigation Pane – Data and Libraries 

When clicking on the Navigation pane’s drop-down arrow next to Tasks, more options expand as shown, below. SAS Studio’s 

built-in point-and-click interface helps make working with SAS data sets, text-delimited data files, CSV data files, Excel data files, 

JSON data files, and program code easier with a powerful toolkit of predefined tasks that enable users to list table attributes, 

characterize data, describe missing data, and much more. access data sources, perform data analytics, and several other tasks. 
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Tasks – Data, Graph, Map, and Statistics 

SAS Studio supports data, graph, map, and statistics tasks as appears, below. 
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Tasks – Linear Models, Survival, and Multivariate Analysis 

SAS Studio supports linear modes, survival, and multivariate analysis tasks as appears, below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tasks – Cluster Analysis, Power and Sample Size, and Statistical Process 

SAS Studio supports cluster analysis, power and sample size, and statistical process tasks as appears, below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tasks – Combinatorics and Probability, Data Mining, and Econometrics 

SAS Studio supports combinatorics and probability, data mining, and econometrics tasks as appears, below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another Navigation Pane drop-down is Libraries. A SAS library is a collection of one or more SAS data sets that are stored, 

referenced, and processed by SAS software. Specifically, the SASHELP library stores a variety of data sets for students, faculty, 

and SAS learners to explore and learn from. We will demonstrate using the SASHELP library and the HEART data set in several 

examples in this paper. 
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Program Window: Code, Log, and Results 
The SAS Studio Program window provides users with Code, Log, and Results tabs. A brief description of each tab appears, 

below. 

 

CODE Editor 

SAS Studio includes a color-coded, syntax-checking editor for editing new or existing SAS programs. The editor includes a 

number of features such as autocompletion, automatic formatting, and pop-up syntax help. With the code editor, you can 

write, run, and save SAS programs. 

 

There are a number of icons in the Code tab toolbar. Most of these icons will display tooltips or their functionality when 

hovering the mouse on them. Below are descriptions of some commonly used SAS Studio-specific icons: 

Icon Tooltip Execution 

 
Run all or selected codes Executes all lines or highlighted lines of codes in the Code window. 

 Submission history 
Displays a history of executed statements and will rerun the code once 

selected on the previous statement.  

 Save program Save all codes.  

 
Program summary 

An HTML file that opens in a separate browser tab includes information about 

the program execution, the complete SAS source code, the complete SAS log, 

and the results. 

 
Clear all code Clears all code in the current program’s code editor. 

 

 

LOG 

It is crucial to develop a routine habit of checking the Log tab after each code execution as it is a tremendous tool for helping 

users during troubleshooting. After executing the program code, the SAS Log tab provides useful information about Errors, 

Warnings, and Notes in corresponding red, yellow, and blue colors. 

 

 
 

RESULTS 

By clicking the Results tab, you can view any output results from output-producing procedures. SAS software automatically 

produces HyperText Markup Language (HTML) results as the “default” output format, along with any graphical, tabular, and 

statistical information when it be requested, as shown, below. 
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Temporary versus Permanent SAS Data Sets 

In the SAS world, the location of your data is everything. This concept is essential for SAS users to understand when using SAS 

OnDemand for Academics (ODA), or any other SAS product. But what does it mean? Data can be stored on a variety of fixed or 

removable storage devices including CDs, DVDs, Blu-ray, USB flash drives, tape, external hard drives, NAS storage, and in the 

cloud. The data access demonstrations presented in this paper use data that is stored in the cloud. 

 

Another important concept that users should become familiar with is which SAS library a data set is stored in. The library a SAS 

data set is stored in determines if the data set is temporary or permanent. If this sounds just a bit confusing, then the good 

news is that, in time and with practice, your comfort level working with temporary and permanent data sets will become 

second. The SAS WORK library is classified as temporary, and all temporary SAS data sets are automatically removed (or 

deleted) at the end of a SAS session. A SAS data set that is stored in either the SASUSER library or in a user-defined folder in SAS 

Studio is classified as permanent and, as a result, is accessible even after the end of a SAS session, from one session to another, 

or until the SAS data set is removed (or deleted). 

 

Temporary SAS Library Permanent SAS Libraries 

WORK Library 

 

SASUSER Library 

 

User-defined Library 

 
 

 

SAS Studio’s Point-and-Click Navigation 

SAS Studio’s point-and-click navigation provides users with a powerful, flexible, and easy to use approach to auto-generating 

SAS code for all types of SAS processing. The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the many capabilities that SAS 

OnDemand for Academics (ODA) and SAS Studio offers users including creating new SAS libraries; establishing library references 

(LIBREFs); uploading SAS data sets, tab-delimited, CSV, and Excel data files in the cloud; importing tab-delimited, CSV, and Excel 

data files to SAS data sets using tasks and utilities; and producing results using the Navigation pane. 

 

  

 
Temporary Permanent Permanent 
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Assigning a New SAS Library 

Using the Navigation pane’s point-and-click features, select Libraries → New Library icon → Import Data to Using the 

Navigation pane’s point-and-click features, users can assign a new SAS library, a libref, and the path to where the data is in the 

cloud, as shown, below. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

User-assigned library references (LIBREFs) along with their specific paths were specified using the New Library window. 

Specifically, the LIBREF, MYDATA, along with its path to identify where the Heart and Heart_MedCenter data sets are stored in 

the cloud were assigned, as shown, below. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Uploading SAS Data Sets and Other Data Files to the Cloud 

To upload SAS data sets and data files to SAS Studio in the cloud, use the following point-and-click steps, as shown, below. In 

step #1, click the desired folder / sub-folder where you want a SAS data set or data file uploaded to. Then, in step #2, click the 

Upload control tool to display the Upload Files window. Then, click the Choose Files button, as shown, below. 
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After clicking the Choose Files button, navigate to where your data is stored (step #1), and then select the SAS data set you 

want to upload (step #2), as shown, below. 

 

 
 

 

After selecting the SAS data set from the list of data files you want uploaded to the cloud, the Upload Files window will then 

display the name of the selected data set. Finally, clicking the Upload button launches the upload process, as shown, below. 
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Data Access Using SAS Studio 

SAS Studio’s point-and-click approach uses the Navigation pane as a relatively easy and flexible way to access SAS data sets and 

data files, automatically generate program code, and run (or execute) program code using SAS ODA software. We’ll guide you 

through the steps to access permanent and temporary SAS data sets and data files residing in the cloud; create new SAS data 

sets; produce results including reports, tables, statistics, and charts using SAS Studio’s point-and-click approach. We’ll explore 

the data access steps for four different types of data files: 

 

▪ SAS (SAS7BDAT) Data Sets 

▪ Tab-delimited Text Data Files 

▪ Comma-separated Values (CSV) Data Files 

▪ Excel (XLSX) Data Files 

 

Data Access and SAS (SAS7BDAT) Data Sets 

SAS (SAS7BDAT) data sets can be accessed using SAS OnDemand for Academics (ODA) and SAS Studio, a proprietary data 

format, developed by SAS Institute. Since a SAS data set is already structured in the desired format, it only needs to be 

uploaded to the desired library in the cloud (see point-and-click instructions in previous section), and then it can be accessed 

directly using the pre-defined point-and-click tasks specified in this paper. SAS data sets contain data values that are created, 

organized, and stored as a table of rows and columns in a SAS library (e.g., WORK, SASUSER, and User-assigned). In our next 

example, we’ll use SAS Studio’s point-and-click Navigation pane and SAS ODA to auto-generate the code to access the Heart 

SAS data set and produce summary statistics results with PROC MEANS, as shown, below. 
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The auto-generated code produced PROC SORT and PROC MEANS statements from the selections made using the SAS Studio 

Navigation pane, as shown, below. To run the auto-generated code, click the “running” icon, (step #11) on the previous page. 

 

 
 

 

The summary statistics results are produced in the Results tab, as shown, below. 
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Data Access and Tab-delimited (TSV) Text Data Files 

Using the Navigation pane’s point-and-click features, select Tasks and Utilities → Utilities → Import Data to auto-generate the 

PROC IMPORT code to access tab-delimited (TSV) text data files, as shown, below. 

 

 

 
 

 

After clicking “Tasks and Utilities” and then “Utilities” from the Navigation pane, you can select “Import Data” to open a new 

window where you can select a file to import. In this demonstration we’ll select the Heart.txt file, as shown, below. 

 

 
 

After opening the file, the code is automatically generated. By default, the SAS data set temporarily exists in the WORK library 

as a name of IMPORT. You can customize the location and name of the SAS data set by clicking Edit allowing you to change the 

code, as shown, below. Here we rename the SAS file that we’re about to create, IMPORT_FROM_TXT, under the WORK (or 

temporary) library. Also, for the tab-delimited text data files, you need to specify “TAB” as the DBMS identifier. After making 

the changes, you can run the code, as shown, below. 
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From the program log, we can see the SAS data file was successfully created, and the program results show there are 5209 

observations and 18 variables, matching with the tab-delimited text file we want to import, as shown, below. We have 

successfully converted the tab-delimited data file to a SAS data set without writing any code! 

 

 
Now you can do further analysis with the SAS dataset by using the point-of-click features as well. To illustrate, we will create a 

Bar Chart to visualize how weight status is distributed across the records with several clicks. 

 

Well select “Bar Chart” under the Tasks and Utilities → Tasks-Graph. After choosing a Bar Chart, a new window opens, where 

you can click the small “table” button to select a table. Here we choose the newly imported IMPORT_FROM_TXT table. Once 

the input data is selected, you need to choose the variables used in the chart by clicking the plus sign under the ROLES-

Category. We chose the Weight_Status variable, and the code for creating the chart is automatically generated. Now we can 

run the program, as shown, below. 
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The vertical bar chart results are produced in the Results tab, as shown, below. 

 

 
 

 

Data Access and Comma-separated Values (CSV) Data Files 

Using the Navigation pane’s point-and-click features, select Tasks and Utilities → Utilities → Import Data to auto-generate the 

PROC IMPORT code to access tab-delimited text data files, as shown, below. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

After clicking “Tasks and Utilities” and then “Utilities” from the Navigation pane, you can select “Import Data” to open a new 

window where you can select a file to import. In this demonstration we’ll select the Heart.csv file and click the Open button, as 

shown, below. 
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After opening the file, the code is automatically generated. By default, the SAS data set temporarily exists in the WORK library 

as a name of IMPORT. You can customize the location and name of the SAS data set by clicking Edit allowing you to change the 

code, as shown, below. 

 

 

 

We then rename the SAS data set in the Code tab from WORK.IMPORT to, IMPORT_FROM_CSV, in the WORK (or temporary) 

SAS library. Also, for the comma-separated values (CSV) data file, you will want to specify “CSV” as the DBMS identifier and 

rename the data set in the PROC CONTENTS to produce detailed metadata information. After making the changes, you can run 

the code, as shown, below.  
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By clicking the Log tab, you’ll be able to view essential information about your running program code including the number of 

observations and variables contained in the new SAS data set, and any Notes, Warnings, and Errors that were produced from 

running the code. 

 

 
 

By clicking the Results tab, you’ll be able to view detailed metadata information describing essential information about the SAS 

data set, WORK.IMPORT_HEART_CSV, including the number of observations and variables contained in the new SAS data set, 

list of columns (or variables), and much more valuable information, as shown, below. 
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By clicking the Output Data tab, you’ll be able to view detailed metadata information including the SAS data set’s column 

names and column attributes (e.g., column type, column length, column labels, informat, and format information), as shown, 

below. 
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Data Access and Excel (XLSX) Data Files 

An Excel (XLSX) data file is a proprietary data format, developed by Microsoft, and is used to format, organize, and compute 

data in a spreadsheet. Using the Navigation pane’s point-and-click features, select Tasks and Utilities → Utilities → Import 

Data to auto-generate the PROC IMPORT code to access the Excel (XLSX) data file, as shown, below. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

After clicking “Tasks and Utilities” and then “Utilities” from the Navigation pane, you can select “Import Data” to open a new 

window where you can select a file to import. In this demonstration we’ll select the Heart.xlsx file and click the Open button, as 

shown, below. 
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After opening the file, the code is automatically generated. By default, the SAS data set temporarily exists in the WORK library 

as a name of IMPORT. You can customize the location and name of the SAS data set by clicking Edit allowing you to change the 

code, as shown, below. 

 

 
 

We then rename the SAS data set in the Code tab from WORK.IMPORT to, WORK.IMPORT_FROM_XLSX, in the WORK (or 

temporary) SAS library. Also, for the Excel (XLSX) data file, you will want to specify “XLSX” as the DBMS identifier and rename 

the data set in the PROC CONTENTS to produce metadata information. You can then run the code, as shown, below. 

 

 

By clicking the Log tab, you’ll be able to view essential information about the program code including the number of 

observations and variables contained in the new SAS data set, and any Notes, Warnings, and Errors that were produced. 
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By clicking the Results tab, you’ll be able to view detailed metadata information describing essential information about the SAS 

data set, WORK.IMPORT_HEART_XLSX, including the number of observations and variables contained in the new SAS data set, 

list of columns (or variables), and much more valuable information, as shown, below. 

 

 

 
 

 

Now you can do further analysis with the SAS data set by using the point-of-click features as well. To illustrate, we will create a 

Histogram to visualize Diastolic as the analysis variable grouped by Sex distributed across the observations with several clicks. 

 

We selected “Histogram” under the Tasks and Utilities → Tasks →  Histogram. After choosing Histogram, a new window 

opens, where you can click the small “table” button to select a table. Here we choose the newly imported 

IMPORT_FROM_XLSX table, and run the auto-generated code, as shown, below. 
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The Histogram results are produced in the Results tab, as shown, below. 

 

  
 

 

Data Access and JSON Data Files 

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is very popular around the world. Compared to XML, JSON file sizes are typically much 

smaller, easier to read, and considerably faster to load data than XML. In fact, JSON has been quickly replacing XML as the “go-

to) data format. Since Team Lafler has worked with JSON, we’ll provide a brief introduction of how to create a JSON data file 

using PROC JSON and create a SAS data set by reading and processing a JSON data file with a SAS DATA step in SAS ODA and SAS 

Studio. Although there may be a task or utility available in SAS Studio to auto-generate either DATA step or PROC JSON code for 

the purpose of creating a SAS data set and/or a JSON data file, we weren’t able to find it at the time of developing this paper. 

Instead, we’ll show you what a JSON data file looks like; demonstrate how to read, process, and create a SAS data set from a 

JSON data file; and how to create a JSON data file from a SAS data set. 

 

Creating a JSON Data File Using SAS ODA and SAS Studio 

In the following example, we’ll create a JSON data file using PROC JSON in SAS ODA. The SAS data set specified as input is, 

Heart_MedCenter, as shown, below. 

 

Code: 
libname mydata '/home/kirklafler/Team Lafler/Data Sources' ; 

 

/* Produce metadata using PROC CONTENTS */ 

proc contents data = mydata.heart_medcenter ; 

run ; 

 

/* Create a JSON Data File from the SAS Heart_MedCenter Data Set */ 

proc json out = "/home/kirklafler/Team Lafler/Results/Heart_MedCenter.json" ; 

  export mydata.heart_medcenter ; 

run ; 

 

PROC CONTENTS Results: 
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PROC CONTENTS Results (continued): 

 
 

PROC JSON Results: 
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Creating a SAS Data Set from a JSON Data File Using SAS ODA and SAS Studio 

In the next example, we’ll create a SAS data set from a JSON data file using a DATA step in SAS ODA. The SAS data set is called, 

Heart_MedCenter_JSON, as shown, below. 

 

Code: 
filename myjson "/home/kirklafler/Team Lafler/Data Sources/Heart_Medcenter.json" ; 

 

data WORK.Heart_MedCenter_JSON ; 

  infile myjson lrecl=99999999 dlm="{}[]:," dsd ; 

  input 

    @'"MedCtrID":' MedCtrID : $7. 

    @'"MedicalCenter":' MedicalCenter : $40. 

    @'"City":' City : $20. 

    @'"State":' State : $2. 

    @'"Zip":' Zip : $5. 

    @@ 

  ; 

run; 

 

proc print data=WORK.Heart_MedCenter_JSON N ; 

run ; 

 

PROC PRINT Results: 

 
 

Conclusion 

With SAS® OnDemand for Academics (ODA) and SAS Studio, students, faculty, and anyone who wants to learn SAS software’s 

many features has access to a full-blown version of SAS software. The primary objective was to demonstrate SAS ODA’s cloud-

based user-friendly interface, SAS Studio and its point-and-click features using the Navigation pane, to access a variety of data 

files including SAS (SAS7BDAT) data sets, tab-delimited text (TSV) data files, comma-separated values (CSV) data files, and Excel 

(XLSX) data files. Another very important data file that is replacing XML data files throughout the industry is, JavaScript Object 

Notation (JSON). We also demonstrated converting a JSON data file, which is widely used around the world, to a SAS data set 

using a step-by-step programming approach using SAS ODA and SAS Studio. 
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